EGG CAMPER LIGHTWEIGHT MOLDED COMPOSITE TRAVEL TRAILER

- This single-axle molded fiberglass trailer captures the attention of economy and quality-conscious consumers. Opt out of "big and heavy" to discover that "small and light" works as well or better when it comes to weekending and cross country travel.
- Smooth aerodynamic design.
- Tows with much less wind resistance than boxier trailers resulting in greater fuel economy.
- Built of lightweight composites.
- Can be pulled with today’s smaller tow vehicles.
Smooth molded composite interior is bright, easy to clean and utilizes space so well that you really do need to step inside to see how big an egg can be.

Ingenious storage compartments to tuck everything in place.

Side dinette with full-sized bed allows sleeping and eating without setting up the table every morning.

Full range of options adds comfort and utility.

Specifications

- Overall Height: 98”
- Overall Length: 17’
- Overall Width: 88”
- Interior Length: 13’
- Interior Height: 79”
- Interior Width: 84”
- Weight Before Options: 1880#
- Hitch Weight Before Options: 220#
- Hitch Height: 17”
- Ball Size: 2”
- Tire: 14”

EGGCAMPER’S unique engineering uses large area molds to produce both exterior and interior sections, complete with seating, storage cabinets and kitchen.

Bright white gel coat finish makes cleaning fast and easy.

Factory insulation adds comfort and reduces the cost of heating and cooling.

The molded and bonded unibody-body construction eliminates many mechanical fasteners creating a strong lightweight leak-free cabin.